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EIP-AGRI Workshop: Enabling farmers for the digital age:
the role of AKIS
The EIP-AGRI workshop 'Enabling farmers for the digital age: the role of AKIS' took place on 26-27 April
2018 in Jurmala, Latvia. It was organised in cooperation with the Latvian Rural Advisory and Training
Centre.
Participation in this event was by invitation only.

Presentations (in order of the programme)
Day 1: Thursday 26 April 2018

Introduction to the workshop [1] - Antonio Carlos Ruiz Soria - EIP-AGRI Service Point
Knowledge exchange and innovation supporting the digital transformation of the farming sector:
who is doing what?
Carousel of 10 inspiring examples [2]
Introduction of AKIS [3], Inge Van Oost – European Commission – DG AGRI
API-AGRO: data and services platform for AKIS [4] – Samy Ait Samar (France)
Digitisation improving AKIS [5]– Jussi Juhola (Finland)
Breakout sessions [6]: Strengthening AKIS connections to meet the digitisation challenges Digital technologies stepping up advice and transforming AKIS
Day 2: Friday 27 April 2018
Presentation outcomes day 1 [7]
Enabling farmers to the digital era: tools and practices - Carousel of 8 inspiring examples

[8]

Mini quiz results about about farmers’ information needs [9]
EKONmod milk, Miroslav Záhradník and Josef Kanoš (Slovak Republic) [10]
Breakout session [11]: Understanding and accessing digitisation opportunities: what farmers need
Accompanying the digital transformation in agriculture [12], Fabio Cossu – European Commission – DG
AGRI
Workshop documents

Final programme [13]

Participants list [14]
Speakers' CVs [15]
Final report [16]
Collaborative area
Visit the collaborative area of the Workshop [17] to

check the breakout sessions results
see photos of the event
contact other participants
(only accessible to workshop participants).
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